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Smart Sparrow is an educational technology company, helping educators create Active and Adaptive learning.
It would be great if online learning could be as personalised as this...
Rich, Interactive and Adaptive?

What is an adaptive lesson?
An Adaptive Lesson is made up of Screens that contain information, questions or activities.
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Two heads are better than one. Three heads are better than two. **What about hundreds or thousands of heads?**
It turns out...

- Teachers are happy to share lessons with their colleagues
- It makes sense to collaborate: reduces costs, establishes best-practices, advances research
- “It is possible to raise the bar across the entire discipline”
- When you give teachers the capability to create and share – what emerges are *Teaching Networks*
the Biomedical Education Skills and Training Network

Started: Aug 2012, $4.5M grant, 10 Med Schools, 1 Tech partner

Concept
A network of biomedical schools sharing next generation courseware and technology

Now:
Viral Growth: >1400 academics, >240 Schools, sharing >100+ RIA lessons.
Recently entered the US

All built on the Smart Sparrow Platform.

Explore on www.best.edu.au

click here and watch video
Thank you!

stuart@smartsparrow.com